THE “ONCE IN” “STAY IN” NLIS TAG!*

SWISS TECHNOLOGY AND QUALITY!

* 98.7% retention rate in extensive commercial trails.

“We put Rumitag NLIS tags in heifers back in 2006 and while other
tags we have tried have been a failure, we haven’t lost any of
those ones- bloody amazing. I cover a lot of country buying cattle
and have seen no evidence of tag losses with the Tough Tags- and
that’s what its all about.” Peter Elmes Augathella, QLD.

4 FACTS WHY DATAMARS TAGS SUCEED WHERE OTHERS FAIL...
1. SHAPE ...

Any 5 digit series
can be printed
here!

Aerated application means that the tag wound heals quicker with fewer infections. Fewer
infections means less irritation, which lessens rubbing which is one of the major causes of
tag loss! Being triangular, our tags allow up to 80% more aeration than round tags!

2. LOCKING MECHANISM...
DATAMARS’ surgical plastic “tri-swivel” locking mechanism results in a cleaner wound and
less snagging.

3. PLASTIC TYPE...
DATAMARS’ high quality flexible plastic tag with the transponder encased in fibreglass gives
shock resistance and longer life.

4. ORIENTATION...
Angled transponder mounting improves the orientation and hence enhances the tag read
range in the ear. Bold 6mm lasered numbering gives the best visability.

ORDERING
Just call and place your order and leave the rest with us at Chemvet. Tags arrive in the post,
ready to go, in just a few days!

APPLICATION
Alflex applicators can be used to attach tags and FREE applicators provided if required with
orders over 100 tags!

VISUAL TAGS ALSO AVAILABLE
Chemvet also has Visual Tags available for sale.
• Standard size tags
• Option of your property name and NLIS Tag Number printed on to
• Available in 4 colours - choose your colour!
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Call CHEMVET to order 1800 243 683

www.chemvet.com.au

